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Abstract

Social anxiety has been associated with abnormalities in cognitive processing in the literature, manifesting as various
cognitive biases. To what extent these biases interrupt social interactions remains largely unclear. This study used the
Social Judgment Paradigm that could separate the expectation and experience stages of social feedback processing.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) in these two stages were recorded to detect the effect of social anxiety that might not be
reflected by behavioral data. Participants were divided into two groups according to their social anxiety level. Participants in
the high social anxiety (HSA) group were more likely to predict that they would be socially rejected by peers than did their
low social anxiety (LSA) counterparts (i.e. the control group). Compared to the ERP data of the LSA group, the HSA group
showed: (a) a larger P1 component to social cues (peer faces) prior to social feedback presentation, possibly indicating an
attention bias; (b) a difference in feedback-related negativity amplitude between unexpected social acceptance and
unexpected social rejection, possibly indicating an expectancy bias; and (c) a diminished sensitivity of the P3 amplitude to
social feedback valence (be accepted/be rejected), possibly indicating an experience bias. These results could help
understand the cognitive mechanisms that comprise and maintain social anxiety.
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Introduction
Social anxiety and information processing biases

Social anxiety is defined as a fear of being in social or perfor-
mance contexts that involve potential evaluation or scrutiny
by other people. At the clinical level, severe social anxiety
significantly harms life quality and well-being, known as social
anxiety disorder (SAD; or social phobia) (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013; Caouette et al., 2015). The presence of SAD
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negatively influences educational attainment, employment
opportunities, financial independence and the development of
professional, peer and intimate relationships (Stein and Stein,
2008; Leichsenring and Leweke, 2017). Moreover, a chronic course
of the SAD may lead to an increased vulnerability for secondary
disorders including depression and substance-use disorders
(Ruscio et al., 2008; Crome et al., 2015). Regarding its high lifetime
prevalence (e.g. around 13% in the general population of the
USA; see Kessler et al., 2012), improving our understanding of
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social anxiety and SAD is beneficial to foundational research,
clinical practice and social service (Andrews et al., 2004; Crome
et al., 2015).

Identifying the cognitive mechanisms underlying and main-
taining social anxiety is critical to help clinical preventions and
interventions. A heightened level of social anxiety is accompa-
nied by distortions in information processing, including atten-
tion bias (i.e. attend to negative social information to a greater
extent; see Gilboa-Schechtman et al., 1999; Mogg et al., 2004;
Killgore and Yurgelun-Todd, 2005; Buckner et al., 2010), mem-
ory bias (i.e. preferential memory, such as a higher memory
accuracy, for negative social information; see Coles and Heim-
berg, 2002; Mitte, 2008) and response bias (i.e. more likely to
respond as having been socially rejected; see Coles and Heim-
berg, 2005). For example, socially anxious individuals allocate
excessive attentional resources towards potentially threatening
social cues (Bogels and Mansell, 2004). These biases lead indi-
viduals with social anxiety to be hypervigilant to negative social
stimuli (Harrewijn et al., 2017) and to view social situations in an
excessively negative fashion (Heinrichs and Hofmann, 2001; Hor-
ley et al., 2004; Kashdan, 2007). Harrewijn et al. (2017) suggested
that the information processing biases could be regarded as
cognitive symptoms that hinder the anticipation of, and recovery
from, socially stressful situations.

Cognitive biases associated with social feedback

The current study focuses on the cognitive mechanisms of social
feedback processing in socially anxious people. Here, social feed-
back (including social acceptance and rejection) refers to verbal
or non-verbal evaluative signals from others about the appear-
ance, characteristics or performance of an individual (Amir and
Bomyea, 2010; Vossen et al., 2010). Social feedback is one of the
most important social information in human communications
and plays a crucial role in our everyday social life (Ruff and Fehr,
2014). Appropriate processing of social feedback helps keeping
a benign social relationship with other people (Baumeister and
Leary, 1995).

Cognitive biases associated with social feedback processing
are considered as one of the key aspects of social anxiety (Stirling
et al., 2006; Cao et al., 2015). For one thing, socially anxious
individuals suffer from social feedback expectancy bias, that
is, they typically anticipate a more negative outcome during
social interactions and have more negative expectations about
their social performance compared to non-socially anxious con-
trols (Heinrichs and Hofmann, 2001; Clark and McManus, 2002;
Caouette et al., 2015; Qi et al., 2017). This phenomenon has
been confirmed by converging evidence, as socially anxious
participants reported more pessimistic expectation for social
evaluation (Messenger et al., 2004; Guyer et al., 2008; Creswell
et al., 2014). In contrast, the controls are generally more prone
to expect social acceptance rather than social rejection (Van
der Molen et al., 2014; Dekkers et al., 2015). For another, the
experience of socially stressful events is also modulated by social
anxiety. For instance, SAD patients interpret mildly negative
situations in a catastrophic way (Brozovich and Heimberg, 2008);
as a result, they are more likely to overestimate the severity of
negative social evaluation from others (Hirsch and Clark, 2004).
Moreover, SAD patients tend to judge ambiguous faces as angry
ones rather than happy ones (Maoz et al., 2016). In a word, socially
anxious individuals not only are fear of negative social feedback,
but also experience more negative feedback than non-socially
anxious counterparts (Van der Molen et al., 2014). As pointed out
by the cognitive-behavioral model of social anxiety (Rapee and
Heimberg, 1997), these biases are involved in strengthening the

core belief of socially anxious individuals, that is, other people
would evaluate them negatively and underestimate their social
performance (Alden and Wallace, 1995; Spence et al., 1999). In this
way, the negative expectancy and experience biases reinforce
socially anxious behaviors (including avoidance and withdrawal)
overtime, manifesting as a persistent cycle that comprises and
maintains social anxiety (Heimberg et al., 2010; Morrison and
Heimberg, 2013).

Research paradigm and technique

A number of pragmatic issues are worth noting regarding the
purpose of this study. For one thing, researchers should choose a
paradigm that could adequately isolate different factors of social
feedback processing, since each factor could be susceptible to
the cognitive biases associated with social anxiety. Actually,
mixing the effects of feedback expectation and feedback
evaluation might have resulted in heterogeneous findings across
studies (Kujawa et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2015). For this concern,
we selected the Social Judgment Paradigm (SJP: Somerville
et al., 2006), which is able to separate the expectation and the
experience of social feedback. Specifically, participants are first
asked to view peer photographs and predict whether they would
be accepted or rejected by those peers (the expectation stage),
then they observe the presentation of social feedback from those
peers (the experience stage). Although the SJP has only recently
been applied for the research on social neuroscience, it has been
proven to be a powerful tool (Van der Molen et al., 2014; van der
Molen et al., 2017). For example, Via et al. (2015) used the SJP
and found that patients with anorexia nervosa (which is also
related to impaired social interactions) showed hypoactivation
of the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (a brain region involved in
social feedback processing) when receiving social acceptance
and hyperactivation of visual areas when receiving social
rejection.

For another, researchers must consider how to overcome the
constraints of subjective dependent variables (e.g. self-reports)
such as the social desirability response effect, which should be
seriously taken into account when investigating social anxiety
(Osman et al., 1998). Relying on measures of behavioral response
also takes the risk of mixing the effect of specific cognitive
biases with the response bias. For example, using behavioral
measures, Caouette et al. (2015) found that participants with
a higher level of social anxiety (hereafter, HSA) showed both
negative expectancy and negative memory biases compared to
their counterparts with a lower level of social anxiety (here-
after, LSA). However, their findings might have been interfered
by the response bias (see Qi et al., 2017, for details). Actually,
Windmann et al. (2002) observed response bias-related event-
related potential (ERP) effects, but there was no group difference
in memory accuracy. To resolve this problem, the current study
utilized both behavioral and ERP indexes. Derived from time-
locked electroencephalogram (EEG) signals, the ERPs could be
regarded as an objective and direct measure of neural activity.
Owing to its exquisite temporal resolution, the ERP technique is
well suited to untangle different cognitive processes that may
overlap in time domain (Amodio et al., 2014). Hence, Harrewijn
et al. (2017) suggested that employing the ERPs could provide
more insight into the information processing biases related to
social anxiety.

ERP indexes

In light of the relevant ERP literature (Van der Molen et al., 2014;
Cao et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2017; Harrewijn et al., 2018), this study
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focused on: (a) the P1 component elicited by facial cues in the
expectation stage, and (b) the feedback-related negativity (FRN),
P3, and late positive potential (LPP) elicited by social feedback
in the experience stage. The P1 is an early component (around
100 ms after stimulus onset) maximal over the occipital cortex
(Clark and Hillyard, 1996). This component is widely regarded
as an index of sensory processing and is sensitive to stimulus-
driven or bottom-up attention allocation (Luck and Kappenman,
2012). Overall, an enhanced P1 amplitude in response to faces
is related to a high level of social anxiety (Kolassa et al., 2007;
Peschard et al., 2013). Also, the difference in P1 amplitude
between emotional faces (especially the angry ones) and neutral
faces is increased in high vs low socially anxious participants
(Mueller et al., 2009; Rossignol et al., 2012; Hagemann et al., 2016).
These results indicate that HSA individuals show an initial
hypervigilance towards potentially threatening social stimuli,
which is in line with the understanding of attentional functions
in anxiety disorders according to the hypervigilance-avoidance
theory (Mogg et al., 1997).

The FRN is a negative-going waveform that reaches its
peak between 200 and 300 ms following feedback presentation
(Miltner et al., 1997; Gehring and Willoughby, 2002) and is
considered as one of the most important ERP indexes of outcome
evaluation (San Martín, 2012; Walsh and Anderson, 2012).
Classical theories interpret the FRN as a negative prediction error
signal that becomes larger for negative than positive feedback
(Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004a,b). Nevertheless, recent studies have
revealed that the FRN could be sensitive to both positive and
negative prediction errors (Talmi et al., 2013; Sambrook and
Goslin, 2014). Regardless of this debate, a majority of previous
studies acknowledge that the FRN is sensitive to expectation
violation, such that its amplitude increases as a function of
the difference between the reality and prior expectation for
both economic and social feedback (i.e. being larger in response
to unexpected vs expected feedback; see Holroyd et al., 2006;
Hajcak et al., 2007; Van der Molen et al., 2014, 2016; van der Molen
et al., 2018). Therefore, the FRN could be used as a neurological
‘surprise signal’ that indirectly reflects prior expectation (Hauser
et al., 2014). Alternatively, another interpretation is that the FRN
reflects the process of feedback monitoring; that is to say, an
unexpected outcome requires to be monitored to a greater extent
and thus elicits a larger FRN compared to an expected outcome
(Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004b; Cavanagh et al., 2010; Meadows
et al., 2016; Cheval et al., 2019; Wilhelm et al., 2019). This idea
is supported by the discovery that the anterior cingulate cortex,
where might be the neural source of the FRN, is a key region
of the action monitoring system in the brain (van Veen et al.,
2001; Yeung and Cohen, 2006; Holroyd and Yeung, 2012; Yang
et al., 2018). Previous studies on social anxiety disagree on
whether social rejection or social acceptance elicits a larger
FRN (Kujawa et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2015); as mentioned above,
this inconsistency might have been generated from mixing
the effects of expectation and experience in experimental
paradigms.

The P3 is another important component associated with
feedback evaluation following the appearance of the FRN (Picton,
1992; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005). Two subcomponents of the P3
have been identified in previous research, including a fronto-
central localized P3a and a parietal localized P3b (Polich and
Criado, 2006; Polich, 2007). The P3 has been linked to various
cognitive functions depending on task design (Johnston et al.,
1986; Donchin and Coles, 1988). With respect to feedback evalua-
tion, the P3 is often regarded as an indicator of the motivational
significance of a given feedback (Polezzi et al., 2010; San Martín,

2012). As one of the most important ERP signals of feedback
processing (San Martín, 2012), the P3 could reflect whether the
motivational significance of social feedback shows abnormality
among socially anxious individuals, which may help understand
their low motivation of participating in social life (Langston and
Cantor, 1989). When participants receive social feedback, the P3
amplitude is enhanced following social acceptance/praise (van
der Veen et al., 2016; van der Molen et al., 2018). According to
Harrewijn et al. (2017), previous studies using the identification
task, approach-avoidance task and attention-shifting paradigm
have found no effect of social anxiety on the P3 component (van
Peer et al., 2007; Staugaard, 2010; Rossignol et al., 2012, 2013). It
should be noted, however, that the amplitude of this component
elicited by emotional facial stimuli is sensitive to social anxiety,
indicating face-processing biases (Rossignol et al., 2007; Moser
et al., 2008; Felmingham et al., 2016). For instance, Sewell et al.
(2008) used the emotional oddball task and found that the social
anxiety level was correlated with the P3 elicited by angry faces
but not happy faces. In light of these findings, we analyzed the
P3 associated with social feedback in the SJP.

Finally, we also considered the LPP that emerges around
600–1000 ms post-stimulus, an ERP component most often
related to emotional experience and emotion regulation (Ito and
Cacioppo, 2000; Hajcak et al., 2010). The significance of the LPP
to feedback evaluation has not been appreciated until recently
(Meadows et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2019). Previous
findings regarding the association between social anxiety and
the LPP are conflicting (Hajcak et al., 2010). For instance, Moser
et al. (2008) found that compared to their LSA counterparts, HSA
participants showed an increased LPP in response to angry or
disgusted faces in a modified Erikson flanker task (see also
Schmitz et al., 2012). Nevertheless, some other studies failed to
replicate this effect (Kolassa et al., 2007).

Very recently, Harrewijn et al. (2018) used the SJP in a family
study, of which the sample included SAD patients and their fam-
ily members. Their ERP data showed that SAD was associated
with an enlarged N1 to expected social rejection and an enlarged
P3 to social acceptance. These results indicate a possibility that
some ERP components are electrocortical endophenotypes of
SAD, which could be applied for early detection, prevention
and treatment (Harrewijn et al., 2017). However, the statistical
power of the study by Harrewijn et al. (2018) might have been
affected by a relatively small SAD sample (18 individuals). Addi-
tionally, another potential issue was the imbalanced sample size
between groups (18 vs 97) as it takes the risk of inflating rates of
Type I error (Keselman and Keselman, 1988).

Research significance and experimental hypotheses

While the study of Harrewijn et al. (2018) focused on patients
diagnosed with SAD and their siblings, that is, individuals
exposed to the genetic susceptibility to SAD, the current study
is interested in using the ERPs to detect the vulnerability to
social anxiety in general populations. Social anxiety is expressed
along a severity continuum, with both SAD patients and HSA
individuals being placed at the same end of this continuum
(Rapee and Spence, 2004). That is to say, many people suffer
from symptoms of social anxiety without meeting the clinical
diagnostic criteria for SAD (Harrewijn et al., 2017). In this regard,
examining the electrophysiological signatures of social anxiety
in general populations may help predict and prevent the risk of
SAD development.

In brief, we combined the SJP with the ERP technique and
investigated the impact of social anxiety on: (a) the facial
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cue-evoked component P1 associated with early attention
allocation in the expectation stage, and (b) the feedback-
evoked components FRN, P3, and LPP associated with social
feedback processing in the experience stage. We aim to examine
the possibility that compared to the LSA ones (i.e. controls),
HSA participants would manifest a larger P1 in response to
facial cues (indicating hypervigilance to social stimuli), a larger
FRN (indicating expectation violation) in response to social
acceptance during the SJP, as well as larger P3 and LPP in
response to social rejection (indicating an experience bias). In
our opinion, the ERP results would help understand the negative
expectancy and experience biases in social anxiety. It should
be noted that due to the heterogeneous findings from the
literature (see above), the current study is an exploratory one
in the research field. In this regard, one of the main advantages
of this study is a relatively large sample compared to many
previous experiments (Sun and Yu, 2014; van der Veen et al.,
2014; Dekkers et al., 2015; van der Molen et al., 2018).

Methods
Participants

We selected the following thresholds to conduct a priori power
analysis: a power value of not lower than 80% (as suggested by
Vazire, 2016), a small effect size of η2

p = 0.05 for the two-way
interaction of social feedback × group (Pfabigan et al., 2010) and
an α value of 0.05. We used G∗Power 3.1.7 (Faul et al., 2007; Faul
et al., 2009) to calculate the minimal sample size for the within-
between interaction in repeated measures F tests. According to
the results of this analysis, 30 participants in each group would
ensure 80% statistical power even in case of a small effect size. In
a regular mental health screening, 300 undergraduate students
of Shenzhen University completed the Chinese version of the
Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS; Liebowitz, 1987). The LSAS
is made up of 24 items to evaluate fear and avoidance in 11 social
and 13 performance situations. Previous studies have suggested
two cut-off points of the LSAS score: a score <30 indicates no
SAD, whereas a score >60 indicates a high probability of SAD
(Mennin et al., 2002; Rytwinski et al., 2009). Among the students
whose scores met one of these criteria, we randomly selected
candidates and called them via cell phone for invitation. Approx-
imately, 2/3 of the students who answered the phone agreed to
participate in the experiment, but the other 1/3 said they had
no time or were not interested. The recruitment process was
continued until the number of participants reached 30 in each
group. Finally, both the HSA (LSAS score >60) and the LSA (LSAS
score <30) groups consisting of 30 volunteers. Demographic
and psychological characteristics of these 60 participants are
shown in Table 1. In addition to the 60 participants of whom the
EEG data were collected, we also invited another 40 volunteers,
whose LSAS scores were within the range of 30–60, to perform
the same task without EEG recording. Setting up this medium
socially anxious (MSA) group helps examine the possibility that
the relationship between social anxiety and cognitive biases
shows a non-linear pattern. Considering that the level of social
anxiety conforms to a normal distribution in general popu-
lations (Ranta et al., 2007), we intentionally recruited a larger
number of participants for the MSA group. Taken together, the
LSAS scores in the whole sample (100 participants) ranging from
5–110.

Exclusion criteria for all participants were: (1) schizophrenia,
schizophrenic affective disorder, depression, anxiety disorder,
bipolar affective disorder or other mental disorders according to

the screening results with SCID-I/NP (First et al., 2002) and SCID-
II (First et al., 1996); (2) seizure disorder; (3) history of head injury
with possible neurological sequelae, and (4) substance abuse or
dependence in the past six months. All participants were right-
handed and had a normal (or corrected-to-normal) vision. Writ-
ten informed consent was obtained prior to the experiment. The
experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of
Shenzhen University.

Procedure

Invited students were told that they would attend a study about
first impression. To enhance the credibility of the cover story,
participants were asked to send a portrait photograph of them-
selves to the experimenter approximately one week before the
formal experiment. They were told that their photograph would
be evaluated by a number of anonymous students from neigh-
boring universities (see below for details). Unbeknownst to par-
ticipants, their photographs were actually not utilized in the
study and were deleted to avoid inappropriate use.

At the experiment day, participants were first required to
finish several self-reported questionnaires including the Beck
Depression Inventory Second Edition (BDI-II; Beck et al., 1996),
Trait form of Spielberger’s State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-T;
Spielberger et al., 1983), Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire (RSQ;
Downey and Feldman, 1996), Revised Social Anhedonia Scale
(RSAS; Eckblad et al., 1982), Emotion Regulation Questionnaire
(ERQ; Gross and John, 2003) and Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
(RSES; Rosenberg, 1965; see 2.4 Self-reported measures for details).

Participants were then required to finish the SJP developed
by Somerville et al. (2006). During this task, the participant sat
comfortably in an electrically-shielded room and were approxi-
mately 100 cm away from a computer screen. The task consisted
of four blocks (each containing 60 trials) and there was a self-
terminated break between neighboring blocks. The SJP lasted
for 35 min and the whole procedure lasted for approximately
1.5 h. After the task, each participant was paid 140 Chinese RMB
(approximately 20 US dollars) for remuneration.

Experimental design and stimuli

Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross for
200–300 ms (see Figure 1). Then in the cue stage, the participant
saw a colored photograph (white background) of an anonymous
student (‘peer’). There were 240 ID photographs in total, taken
from 240 undergraduate students (120 males and 120 females)
in Shenzhen University who did not participated in the exper-
iment. Each individual in the photograph exhibited a neutral
facial expression, facing the camera directly with both ears visi-
ble. All photographs were presented with the same contrast and
brightness (3.0 × 3.5◦ visual angle). Each photograph appeared
only once during the task.

The participant was instructed to guess whether the peer
on the screen considered her/him to be socially acceptable and
likeable, according to the photograph that he/she submitted
to the experimenter. The participant made his/her prediction
(be accepted/be rejected) by pressing the F or J button on the
keyboard with his/her left or right index finger. The button
assignment was counterbalanced across participants. The cue
stage ended immediately after the participant pressed a button,
otherwise it would last for up to 3000 ms. Then in the delay
stage, participant prediction was highlighted as a letter ‘A’ (be
accepted) or ‘R’ (be rejected) on the left side of the ID photograph
for 2000 ms. Subsequently in the feedback stage, the ‘actual’
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Table 1. Demographic and psychological characteristics of the low and high social anxiety groups (mean ± standard deviation)

Items Low social anxiety (n = 30) High social anxiety (n = 30) Statistics

Age (years) 20.5 ± 2.06 20.33 ± 1.33 t(49.6) = 0.60, P = 0.555
Gender (male/female) 16/14 14/16 χ2 = 0.267, P = 0.606
LSAS 20.4 ± 8.2 76.6 ± 14.9 t(45.0) = −18.10, P < 0.001
BDI-II 4.6 ± 7.3 19.6 ± 9.5 t(58) = −6.88, P < 0.001
STAI-T 35.9 ± 8.8 53.3 ± 9.4 t(58) = −7.42, P < 0.001
RSQ 6.9 ± 3.8 9.8 ± 4.5 t(58) = −2.69, P = 0.009
RSAS 21.0 ± 7.5 21.7 ± 3.9 t(58) = −0.50, P = 0.621
ERQ

Reappraisal 32.2 ± 5.7 28.5 ± 5.0 t(58) = 2.67, P = 0.010
Suppression 13.7 ± 4.8 15.7 ± 4.3 t(58) = −1.71, P = 0.092

RSES 29.1 ± 3.1 23.5 ± 3.1 t(58) = 6.97, P < 0.001

LSAS, Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory (Second Edition); STAI-T, the Trait form of Spielberger’s State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; RSQ,
Rejection Sensitivity Questionnaire; RSAS, Revised Social Anhedonia Scale; ERQ, the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire; RSES, Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale.

Fig. 1. Illustration of an example trial. On both sides of the photograph, ‘A’ and ‘R’ indicate ‘acceptance’ and ‘rejection’, respectively. RT: response time. Concerning the

right of portrait, a picture of the corresponding author (D.Z.) was used here to replace the ID photograph in the real task.

social feedback was displayed, also as a letter ‘A’ or ‘R’, on the
right side of the ID photograph for another 2000 ms. In fact, the
feedback was not provided by real people; rather, it was pseudo-
randomly set up such that the probabilities of receiving ‘A’ and
‘R’ were both 50%. Finally, all stimuli disappeared, leaving a blank
screen for 2000 ms as an inter-trial interval.

Self-reported measures

In addition to social anxiety, the general trends of anxiety and
depression are also well-known characteristics that might influ-
ence social cognition and reward processing (Wu et al., 2013;
He et al., 2019). This study therefore employed STAI-I and BDI-
II to measure the level of general anxiety and depression in
participants. The STAI-T is designed to examine the individual
difference in anxiety tendency. It has 20 items and the total score
ranges from 20–80, with a higher score suggesting a higher level
of trait anxiety. The BDI-II is a widely used self-administered
screening tool for depressive symptoms. It contains 21 items that
measure somatic and psychological symptoms of depression in
the past 2 weeks. The BDI-II scores from 0–63, with a higher score
indicating a higher level of depressive tendency. Furthermore,
previous studies have demonstrated that rejection sensitivity
(Powers et al., 2013) and self-esteem (Somerville et al., 2010)
might influence behavioral performance and neural patterns
in the SJP, thus we included the RSQ and RSES to quantify
these two characteristics. The RSQ includes 18 items describing
hypothetical situations in which respondents make requests of
important others. For each item, participants were instructed to
imagine the situation and then report their: (a) level of anxiety
about the peer’s reaction and (b) expectation that the person

would grant the request. A possible score range is 1–36, with a
higher score indicating a higher rejection sensitivity. The RSES is
commonly used to measure self-esteem. It consists of 10 items
and a possible score range is 10–50; a higher score indicates a
higher level of self-esteem. Also, it is well-known that social
reward processing could be highly influenced by the level of
social anhedonia (Healey et al., 2014). Accordingly, we used the
RSAS to measure social anhedonia, which is a 40-item yes/no
response questionnaire with a score range of 0–40; a higher
score indicates less enjoyment from and need for social contact.
In addition, the ERQ was employed to measure individual ten-
dency to use two kinds of emotional regulation strategies, i.e.
cognitive reappraisal and expressive suppression, since many
studies have suggested that emotional regulation strategies may
affect behavioral performance and neural activations in social
tasks (Lam et al., 2009; Grecucci et al., 2013). In the ERQ, the
cognitive reappraisal subscale has 6 items and scores from 6 to
42,while the expressive suppression subscale has 4 items and
scores from 4–28. A higher score on a subscale suggests that the
corresponding strategy is more frequently adopted.

EEG recording and analysis. Brain electrical activity was recorded
referentially against the FCz electrode site using a32-channel
amplifier with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz (NeuSen.W32,
Neuracle, China). Electrode impedances were kept below 8 kΩ

during recording. The recorded EEG data were off-line filtered
(0.1–30 Hz) followed by ocular artifact removal. We used the
regression procedure implemented in NeuroScan software (Scan
4.3, NeuroScan Inc., Charlotte, NC) to reduce blink noises (thresh-
old = 250 μV). The electrode placed on supra-orbital region of the
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right eye was selected as the reference for blinks. Then the data
were off-line re-referenced to a whole-head average reference
(including 29 sites: Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, T7, T8, FC1, FC2,
FC5, FC6, FCz, C3, C4, Cz, P3, P4, P7, P8, Pz, CP1, CP2, CP5, CP6, O1,
O2 and Oz). This procedure was followed by segmentation begin-
ning 200 ms prior to the onset of stimulus and lasting for 800 ms
(cue-evoked ERPs) or for 2000 ms (feedback-evoked ERPs). Trials
contaminated with significant artifacts (peak-to-peak deflection
exceeded ±100 μV) were excluded from further analyses. After
the data preprocessing, 64.3 ± 16.6 (mean ± standard deviation,
hereinafter the same), 64.8 ± 16.5, 43.7 ± 16.4 and 43.1 ± 16.3 tri-
als (per participant) were determined as artifact-free in the LSA
group (control group) for the ‘expected acceptance’, ‘unexpected
acceptance’, ‘expected rejection’ and ‘unexpected rejection’ con-
ditions, respectively. Meanwhile, the numbers of artifact-free
trials in the HSA group were 52.5 ± 15.6, 53.0 ± 15.7, 55.1 ± 15.0
and 54.6 ± 15.1 (per participant) for these four conditions. All
epochs were baseline-corrected with respect to the mean voltage
over the 200 ms preceding the onset of stimulus, followed by
averaging within each experimental condition.

This study focused on the ERPs elicited by cues (i.e. ID pho-
tographs) and social feedback. The time windows and electrodes
for the analysis on each ERP component were determined
according to the suggestion of classic studies (see below). For
the cue-evoked ERP, we analyzed the average amplitude of
the occipital P1 component. Specifically, the P1 amplitude was
calculated as the average amplitude between 100 and 130 ms
after the onset of cues at the O1 and O2 sites (Neumann et al.,
2015; Fisher et al., 2016; Hagemann et al., 2016). For the feedback-
evoked ERP, we analyzed average amplitudes of the frontal
FRN, frontal P3a, parietal P3b, as well as LPP. The frontal FRN
(250–310 ms) and P3a (300–450 ms) amplitudes were calculated
as the average amplitude post-feedback at the Fz, FC1 and
FC2 sites, using the arithmetical means of these electrodes
(Ferdinand et al., 2012; Maurage et al., 2012, 2018); the parietal P3b
(500–650 ms) and LPP (800–1800 ms) amplitudes were calculated
as the average amplitude post-feedback at the electrode sites
of P3, P4, Pz, CP1 and CP2, also using the arithmetical means of
these electrodes (Sarlo et al., 2011; Weinberg et al., 2012; Suzuki
et al., 2015). Aside from these components, the N170 has been
widely regarded as one of the most important ERP indexes of
facial processing (Bentin et al., 1996; Rossion and Jacques, 2008;
Hinojosa et al., 2015). However, previous studies indicate that
the N170 is not modulated by social anxiety, as SAD patients or
HSA individuals show no differences in N170 amplitude with
the controls (Kolassa et al., 2009; Schmitz et al., 2012; Hagemann
et al., 2016). For this reason, we did not analyze the N170 in the
current study.

Statistics

Repeated-measures analysis of variances (ANOVAs) were used
to examine the behavioral and ERP measures, with group as
the between-subject factor. Also, a multiple linear regression
model was built with the positive prediction rate (see below) as
the dependent variable. Predictors of the model included self-
reported measures (LSAS, BDI-II, STAI-T, RSQ, RSAS, ERQ and
RSES). It should be noted that the ANOVAs and multiple regres-
sion model served different purposes. The primary aim of this
study was to investigate the expectation and experience stages
of social feedback processing, and the ANOVA was used to
examine behavioral and ERP differences between the HSA and
LSA (control) participants with a total sample of 60. Aside from
this main purpose, our study also explored whether and how

individual characteristics/features could influence the expecta-
tion of social feedback with regression analysis on the behavioral
level with a total sample of 100.

The significance level was set at P < 0.05. The Bonferroni
correction was used to counteract the problem of multiple
comparisons when examining the positive prediction rate
across three groups. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was
unnecessary in this study since none of our datasets violated
the assumption of sphericity in repeated measures ANOVAs.
Significant interactions were analyzed using simple effects
models. We also provided partial eta-squared (η2

p) values
to demonstrate effect size for significant results (Cohen,
1973). For brevity, only the significant findings are presented
below.

Results
Behavioral data

Positive prediction rate. On average, participants in the HAS group
predicted that the peer in the photograph would accept them
in 115.5 ± 31.2 trials, reject them in 119.7 ± 30.1 trials and made
no response in 4.8 ± 3.7 trials. Participants in the MSA group
predicted that the peer would accept them in 130.7 ± 36.3 tri-
als, reject them in 105.4 ± 35.9 trials and made no response in
3.9 ± 3.5 trials. Finally, participants in the LSA group predicted
that the peer would accept them in 139.1 ± 33.1 trials, reject them
in 96.8 ± 32.7 trials and made no response in 4.5 ± 4.7 trials.

We calculate the positive prediction rate to measure the par-
ticipant tendency of predicting that he/she would be socially
accepted by peers, by dividing the number of trials in which
participants made such a positive prediction (i.e. choosing the
option ‘be accepted’) by the total number of responded trials.
Univariate ANOVA shows that the group effect was significant
(F(2,97) = 3.74, P = 0.027, η2

p= 0.072). Multiple comparisons (Bonfer-
roni corrected) reveal that the positive prediction rate was lower in
the HSA (49.1 ± 13.0%) compared to the LSA group (59.0 ± 13.9%;
t(58) = −2.84, η2

p = 0.118, P = 0.025), while no significant difference
was found between the MSA and HSA groups (t(68) = 1.81, η2

p =
0.046, P = 0.214) or between the MSA and LSA groups (t(68) = −1.02,
η2

p = 0.015, P = 0.878).
To explore the influence of individual characteristics on

the tendency of making positive prediction, multiple linear
regression (enter method) was implemented on all the 100
datasets, with the positive prediction rate as the dependent
variable, and self-reported scores of LSAS, BDI-II, STAI-T, RSQ,
RSAS, ERQ (including reappraisal and suppression) and RSES
as eight predictors. Results showed that LSAS (standardized
coefficient β = −0.339, P = 0.007), ERQ reappraisal (β = 0.292,
P = 0.018) and ERQ suppression (β = −0.261, P = 0.009) significantly
predicted the positive prediction rate (R2 = 0.243, F(8,91) = 3.6,
P = 0.001).

Reaction time. On average, the reaction time (RT) of predict-
ing ‘accept’ and ‘reject’ in the LSA group were 1003 ± 249 and
1032 ± 239 ms, respectively. The RT of these two conditions in
the MSA group were 1072 ± 203 and 1071 ± 197 ms, respectively.
The RT of these two conditions in the HSA group were 1059 ± 153
and 1054 ± 151 ms, respectively. Repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed on the RT with social prediction (be accepted vs be
rejected) as the within-subject factor and group (LSA/MSA/HSA)
as the between-subject factor. No significant effect was detected
between conditions (F(1,58) ≤ 1.29, P ≥ 0.280).
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Fig. 2. Grand-mean ERP waveforms elicited by cue presentation at the O1 and O2 sites, representing the occipital P1 component. Pre: prediction; LSA/HSA: low/high

social anxiety group.

ERPs

Cue-evoked ERPs. Repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on
the occipital P1 amplitude with social prediction (be accepted vs
be rejected) and hemisphere (left vs right) as two within-subject
factors, and group (LSA vs HSA) as the between-subject factor.
Here, the hemisphere factor was taken into account because pre-
vious studies have highlighted the significance of hemispheric
lateralization for the P1 (Tomberg et al., 2005). The main effect of
group was significant (F(1,58) = 14.6, P < 0.001, η2

p= 0.202; Figure 2);
participants in the HSA group (9.2 ± 3.6 μV) showed a larger P1
than participants in the LSA group (6.1 ± 4.0 μV). The main effect
of hemisphere was significant (F(1,58) = 10.6, P = 0.002, η2

p= 0.155;
left vs right = 6.8 ± 4.5 vs 8.5 ± 3.6 μV). No significant interaction
effect was found.

Feedback-evoked ERPs. Repeated-measures ANOVA was per-
formed on the amplitudes of the frontal FRN, frontal P3, parietal
P3 and LPP, with social feedback (acceptance vs rejection) and
prediction-feedback congruence (expected vs unexpected) as two
within-subject factors and group (LSA vs HSA) as the between-
subject factor. For the FRN, the main effect of prediction-feedback
congruence was significant (F(1,58) = 24.5, P < 0.001, η2

p = 0.297);
unexpected feedback (4.3 ± 4.4 μV) evoked a larger (i.e. more
negative-going) FRN than expected feedback (5.3 ± 4.5 μV)
regardless of its valence. Furthermore, we observed a three-
way interaction of social feedback × prediction-feedback congruence
× group (F(1,58) = 4.1, P = 0.047, η2

p= 0.038; Figure 3). To understand
this three-way interaction, we tested the social feedback ×
prediction-feedback congruence interaction in the LSA and HSA
groups, respectively. In the LSA group, the two-way interaction
was not significant (F < 1); in the HSA group, there was a
significant two-way interaction (F(1,29) = 7.1, P = 0.012, η2

p =
0.197), that is, while the FRN evoked by unexpected acceptance
(3.8 ± 5.0 μV) was significantly larger than that evoked by
unexpected rejection (5.4 ± 5.4 μV; F(1,29) = 18.4, P < 0.001, η2

p =

0.388), this effect was not significant for expected feedback (F < 1;
acceptance vs rejection = 5.3 ± 5.6 vs 5.2 ± 4.6 μV).

Regarding the frontal P3a, a three-way interaction of social
feedback × prediction-feedback congruence × group was observed
(F(1,58) = 4.1, P = 0.047, η2

p= 0.066; Figure 3). To understand this
three-way interaction, we tested the social feedback × prediction-
feedback congruence interaction in the LSA and HSA groups,
respectively. In the LSA group, this two-way interaction was
significant (F(1,29) = 4.8, P = 0.036, η2

p= 0.142); the P3a evoked
by expected acceptance (8.5 ± 3.7 μV) was significantly larger
than that evoked by expected rejection (7.1 ± 4.6 μV; F(1,29) = 9.8,
P = 0.004, η2

p= 0.252); in contrast, this effect was insignificant for
unexpected feedback (F < 1; acceptance vs rejection = 6.8 ± 3.2
vs 6.9 ± 4.3 μV). In the HSA group, the two-way interaction was
insignificant (F < 1). Regarding the parietal P3b, no significant
effect was found between conditions (Figure 4).

Regarding the LPP, the main effect of social feedback was sig-
nificant (F(1,58) = 8.8, P = 0.004, η2

p= 0.131); rejection (0.4 ± 1.4 μV)
evoked a reduced LPP than acceptance feedback did (0.7 ± 1.6 μV).
Additionally, we observed a two-way interaction of social feedback
× group (F(1,58) = 8.8, P = 0.004, η2

p= 0.132; Figure 4); the LSA
group showed a reduced LPP in response to social rejection
(0.3 ± 1.3 μV) compared to social acceptance (1.0 ± 1.5 μV;
F(1,58) = 17.6, P < 0.001, η2

p= 0.233), while there was no significant
effect of social feedback in the HSA group (F < 1; acceptance vs
rejection = 0.5 ± 1.6 vs 0.5 ± 1.5 μV).

Discussion
Cognitive biases during the expectation stage and the experience
stage of social feedback processing play an important role in
social anxiety. Combining the SJP with EEG recording, the cur-
rent study has collected behavioral and ERP results that could
help understand the relationship between these cognitive biases
and the level of social anxiety in general populations. Regard-
ing the behavioral data, we found that compared to their LSA
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Fig. 3. Grand-mean ERP waveforms (as the averages across the Fz, FC1 and FC2 sites) elicited by feedback presentation, representing the FRN and P3a components.

Unexp: unexpectedly; exp: expectedly.

Fig. 4. Grand-mean ERP waveforms (as the averages across the P3, P4, Pz, CP1 and CP2 sites) elicited by feedback presentation, representing the P3b component and

LPP. unexp: unexpectedly; exp: expectedly.

counterparts, participants in the HSA group were more prone
to predict that they would be socially rejected by peers. Linear
regression analysis confirmed that in the whole sample, the like-
lihood of predicting a social acceptance decreased as a function
of social anxiety score. These results replicated the behavioral
pattern in other social anxiety studies using the SJP (Harrewijn
et al., 2018; van der Molen et al., 2018), thus demonstrating that
our task manipulation was valid. More generally, one interpreta-
tion of the observed behavioral data is that HSA individuals are
more pessimistic about the consequence of social interactions.
In other words, they are more prone to expect negative social
feedback (Harrewijn et al., 2018). However, as pointed out by

Qi et al. (2017), we could not rule out the possibility that the
behavioral results merely reflected a response bias (rather than
an expectation bias) associated with social anxiety. From this
perspective, ERP indexes would be helpful to provide more direct
evidence at the neural level.

For the ERP analysis, we selected (1) the P1 component evoked
by peer faces to investigate the processing of social cues, (2)
the FRN evoked by social feedback to investigate expectation
violation and (3) the P3 and LPP evoked by social feedback to
investigate feedback experience. Regarding the ERPs related to
social cue presentation, the P1 was sensitive to social anxiety.
Specifically, the HSA group showed a larger P1 than the LSA
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group in response to facial cues regardless of the participant’s
subsequent prediction (be accepted vs be rejected). Previous
studies have suggested that the P1 amplitude is enhanced for
emotional faces than neutral faces among socially anxious indi-
viduals (Mueller et al., 2009; Rossignol et al., 2012; Hagemann
et al., 2016). Seeing that the current experiment only used neutral
faces, the P1 results might be interpreted as hypervigilance to
social stimuli in general (Kolassa et al., 2007; Peschard et al.,
2013). In our opinion, the attention bias manifested on the
P1 amplitude may contribute to the emergence of expectancy
bias (i.e. pessimistic about the future of social interactions)
associated with social anxiety, which (as mentioned above) has
been observed in our behavioral data. That is to say, partici-
pants with a higher level of social anxiety allocated excessive
attentional resources to social cues, which may then inappro-
priately strengthened their expectation to be rejected (i.e. the
confirmation bias; see Remmerswaal et al., 2014). This idea is in
line with the a recent finding that socially anxious individuals
reveal greater automatic attention to social stimuli, indicating
a global modulation of attentional processing (Peschard et al.,
2013; Wieser and Moscovitch, 2015; Felmingham et al., 2016).
Nevertheless, the correlation between the behavioral prediction
rate and the P1 amplitude failed to reach statistical significance
(not presented in the Results section), thus limits the reliability
of our theory. One possibility is that normal individuals are
generally capable of regulating the influence of attention bias
on their behavior. In contrast, we expect that the relationship
between attention bias and negative expectation would be more
prominent among SAD patients. Further examinations would be
needed on this issue.

Regarding the ERPs related to social feedback processing, the
most significant finding is that the FRN amplitude was sensitive
to the two-way interaction of social feedback × prediction-feedback
congruence in the HSA group, but not in the LSA group. Specifi-
cally, in the HSA group, unexpected acceptance elicited a larger
(i.e. more negative-going) FRN compared to unexpected rejection
did; in contrast, the difference between conditions was insignif-
icant for expected feedback. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion section, the cognitive function of the FRN is under debate.
According to the classic ‘reinforcement learning theory of the
error-related negativity (RL-ERN theory)’, the FRN should be con-
sider as a negative prediction error signal, such that it is larger
following negative than positive feedback (Holroyd and Coles,
2002; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004a,b). This theory assumes that
individuals tend to expect for positive feedback, therefore nega-
tive feedback violates their prior expectation to a greater extent
than positive feedback does (i.e. a larger negative prediction
error). However, accumulating evidence suggests that when prior
expectation is manipulated by the task, the FRN becomes larger
in response to both positive and negative prediction errors;
accordingly, the FRN might better be understood as a ‘surprise
signal’ regardless of feedback valence (i.e. an unsigned predic-
tion error signal; see Ferdinand et al., 2012; Talmi et al., 2013;
Garofalo et al., 2014; Hauser et al., 2014; Sambrook and Goslin,
2014; Gu et al., 2017). In our opinion, the current FRN results fit
well with the second theory, as the FRN amplitude increased
in response to unexpected social acceptance (positive feedback)
than unexpected social rejection (negative feedback) in the HSA
group. However, the P value (0.047) of the three-way interaction
of social feedback × prediction-feedback congruence × group on the
FRN was just below the significant level. Therefore, the reliability
of this finding needs to be confirmed by follow-up studies.

Here, an interesting phenomenon that should be explained
is why unexpected acceptance elicited a larger FRN compared

to unexpected rejection, seeing that both kinds of feedback
violated prior expectation according to self-reports. von Borries
et al. (2013) have found that the FRN is more likely to reflect
implicit (habit-like) rather than explicit prediction errors (see
also Cavanagh et al., 2010; Chase et al., 2011). Inspired by this idea,
we suggest that the expectation from HSA participants was actu-
ally more pessimistic than that revealed by self-reports. That is,
in many trials that HSA participants explicitly reported a positive
prediction (possibly for the sake of maintaining overtly positive
self-views), they implicitly expected to be socially rejected. The
FRN pattern, however, revealed their implicit belief: ‘unexpected’
rejection did not violate prior expectation as much as unex-
pected acceptance did, as indicated by a smaller FRN in the HSA
group. This hypothesis is in line with the idea that the ERPs
could reflect implicit beliefs and attitudes beyond self-report
(Lust and Bartholow, 2009; Amodio et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2016),
thus demonstrating the importance of using ERPs to investigate
social anxiety.

Recently, an emerging line of studies has re-interpreted the
FRN as a ‘reward positivity’ (RewP) that becomes more positive-
going for positive feedback (rather than more negative-going for
negative feedback; see Foti et al., 2011; Proudfit, 2015; Proudfit
et al., 2015; Ait Oumeziane and Foti, 2016). According to these
studies, motivation is a key component in feedback monitoring
as reflected by the RewP (Ma et al., 2014; Grand et al., 2015;
Meadows et al., 2016; Wilhelm et al., 2019). From this perspec-
tive, the current results might be explained in the way that
for HSA participants, unexpected acceptance has a relatively
low motivational value compared to other kinds of feedback,
since the ‘reward positivity’ was smallest in this condition (see
Figure 3). In other words, socially anxious individuals generally
focus on interpreting negative social feedback, thus are less
motivated to process feedback that is unexpectedly positive (i.e.
social acceptance). In contrast, the activity of feedback monitor-
ing system was attenuated in response to expected feedback,
thus the RewP amplitude did not distinguish between expected
acceptance and expected rejection. This hypothesis is in line
with the finding that SAD patients showed decreased striatal
activity in response to social incentives (Cremers et al., 2014).
Follow-up research would be required to determine between the
above two hypotheses of the FRN.

Following the FRN, both the frontal P3 and LPP (but not
the parietal P3b) also showed significant effects of social anx-
iety. More specifically, in the LSA group, the P3a elicited by
expected acceptance was larger than that elicited by expected
rejection, and the LPP elicited by social acceptance was larger
than that elicited by social rejection. Meanwhile, no signifi-
cant difference between conditions was observed in the HSA
group. As pointed out in the Introduction section, the P3a ampli-
tude indicates the emotional significance of the ongoing event,
while the LPP amplitude is an index of the intensity of sus-
tained emotional experience. Taken together, the current results
showed that the emotional responses of the LSA participants
distinguished between acceptance and rejection and also dis-
tinguished between expected acceptance and expected rejec-
tion. Differentially responding to different social feedback (or
social evaluation) is one of the characteristics of a functioning
emotional system, which has important implications for social
adaptation (Mendes et al., 2008; DeWall and Bushman, 2011). In
contrast, the emotional insensitivity to social feedback value
among HSA participants (though some feedback violated their
prior expectation to a greater degree: see our discussion on the
FRN) indicates deficits in social emotion processing that may
damage the quality of their social interactions (see also Ginsburg
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et al., 1998). However, it should be noted that the P value (0.047) of
the three-way interaction of social feedback × prediction-feedback
congruence × group on the frontal P3a just reached statistical
significance.

To sum up, owing to the temporal accuracy of the ERP tech-
nique, the current study provides a full picture of social feedback
processing in time domain among socially anxious individuals.
The experimental results include ERP evidence for the existence
of attentional bias (indexed by the P1), expectation bias (indexed
by the FRN) and experience bias (indexed by the frontal P3
and LPP) associated with social anxiety. These findings help
understand the cognitive underpinnings of social anxiety, which
is both theoretically and empirically meaningful. In our opinion,
one or more of the ERP indexes observed in the SJP have the
potential to be biomarkers of early symptoms of social anxiety,
which predict the risk of developing into SAD for individuals.

Finally, some limitations and future directions should be
discussed. First, the associations between the aforementioned
cognitive biases are unclear. Particularly, it is undetermined
whether social anxiety symptoms are generated from inter-
actions between these biases, or instead are predominantly
driven by one of these biases. Second, a recent study on SAD
patients and family members found that the P3 elicited in the
SJP was larger for social acceptance than the social rejection,
which is different from our results (Harrewijn et al., 2018). It
remains to be explored whether the discrepancy in P3 pattern
could distinguish between clinical and subclinical social anxiety.
Third, follow-up research needs to consider the significance
of our results to interventions. Notably, an interesting finding
from our behavioral data is that the individual tendency to use
(cognitive) reappraisal for emotional regulation was positively
correlated with the positive prediction rate, while the reverse
was true for (expressive) suppression (both were measured with
the ERQ). These findings echo the literature that reappraisal is
a more efficient strategy than suppression (Goldin et al., 2008;
Memedovic et al., 2010) and indicate the importance of reap-
praisal for coping with social anxiety (see also Goldin et al., 2009;
Goldin et al., 2012). Fourth, this study did not collect EEG data
from the MSA group due to resource limitations, and it remains
to be explored whether the ERP signals in the expectation and
experience stages of social feedback processing show a linear
trend with social anxiety level. Last but not least, this exploratory
study did not apply pre-registration. This issue warrants atten-
tion as it has the potential to affect the reproducibility of the
current findings (Gelman and Loken, 2013; Stevens, 2017; Nosek
et al., 2018).
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